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Let’s Get ORIENTED!
Charting your arrival to WSU
Where should I park on campus?
Welcome to beautiful Bustad Hall! Note: DC’s are *not* held in this building, though it’s central location make it the ideal parking facility for DC Clients.
The visitor parking pass you received allows you to occupy any non-service vehicle parking space in the Bustad parking lot.
Double-check your parking pass is properly filled out and clearly displayed.
Now follow the leader...
First, follow the sidewalk that runs directly in front of Bustad Hall towards Stadium Way.
Cross Stadium Way...
...And you’ll see the confluence of Stadium Way and College Ave.
Follow *College Ave* up the hill
Proceed up College Ave
Continue to follow College Ave.
Nearly there 😊
DC’s are held in the sky bridge shown here. Clients should enter though the Owen Science Library
Client Entrance
Having entered the Owen Science Library foyer, proceed up the single set of stairs to the sky bridge above and…
CONGRATS!
You made it 😊
Where do role-plays take place?
The sky bridge is equipped with 10 identical suites, each containing two rooms—one for role-playing with students and another for facilitator observation.
Each client will be assigned to one room where they will role-play with students throughout the week.
Need a snack?
Between role-play sessions clients are invited to take advantage of the nearby coffee kiosk located in neighboring Cleveland Hall.
Turn left and proceed down to the ground level of Cleveland Hall to find...
A wide array of rejuvenating beverages and tasty treats
This concludes our tour!
We—the DC team—strongly recommend that you review this brief presentation prior to your arrival so the images and route are fresh in your mind.

Outstanding questions? Feel free to contact DC Program Coordinator Rachel Halsey at rhalsey@vetmed.wsu.edu

We hope you have enjoyed this visual tour and we look forward to having you here with us soon!

~The DC Team